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Hong Kong Redux: “Bird Talk” – 
A Discussion of Xu Xu’s Life and Works (Sept 3)

Xu Xu was a pivotal figure in Chinese literature of the 20th Century. As an exile who made
Hong Kong his home in the 1950s, Xu Xu helped to frame modern Hong Kong literary
culture, and strands of those works can be found in other medium from that time and even
today. While much of Xu Xu’s Hong Kong fiction explored the experience of Chinese exiles
and was steeped in nostalgia, his neo-romantic tendencies also linked Hong Kong literature
to a global literary modernity.

Join Professor Haun Saussy and Professor Frederik Green for a discussion of Xu Xu’s life
and works in translation with reference to Professor Green’s new book “Bird Talk and
Other Stories”, September 3 (Thursday) at 8:30pm Hong Kong Time.

REGISTER NOW

The Most Historic U.S. Election in a Generation (Sept 10)

The “U.S. Presidential Election Series" will introduce the intricacies of U.S. democracy and
the election system leading up to the 2020 Presidential election. Professor William G.
Howell will provide an overview of the US democratic system including what each political
party stands for, how primaries work, the Electoral College versus the popular vote and its
influence in deciding who becomes President of the United States. Professor Howell will
touch on many other aspects of the U.S. democratic system during this classic UChicago
classroom lecture. He will take audience questions to help explain red, blue and purple
states, as well as how debates influence voters and anything else on your mind regarding
the 2020 presidential election.

REGISTER NOW
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